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White Paper No. 11 

The Junction Temperature 

 

 
Question: Can TRM deliver the junction temperature of a component? 

 

1 Introduction 

An easy question, but to give a very precise answer needs some deep knowledge of heat 

transfer and much of package details. In this case, an engineers’ approach is required and in 

this paper we shall focus on simplicity. 

 

The treated part of the surface of the silicon die inside a component package is commonly 

called the “Junction”.  This is where the switching operations are done and where the heat is 

produced. The junction must not exceed some specified temperature otherwise the package 

is damaged and it will fail. The junction temperature not only depends on the dissipated 

power but also on heat removal (heat spreading) by conduction in the local layout around the 

component and the other materials in the board. This effect makes it difficult to compare 

simulation with experiments when the experimental board layout details are unknown.  

 

To show a solution we discuss a package be of type SOT-23 

 

Figure 1: SOT23 (Sources: left: http://www.amkor.co.kr/datasheets/SOT_SC.pdf  right:Analog Devices )              

 

The simplest approach with TRM is to create a board model, to place a quad-shaped 

component and to run with a test power. The reported temperature of the component body 

should then be interpreted as being “close to the board temperature underneath the 

component”. Our model board is imitating a single-sided JEDEC-51 low thermal conductivity 

test board having some traces but otherwise no extra copper.  

 
Figure 2: TRM model of a low conductivity test board 

http://www.amkor.co.kr/datasheets/SOT_SC.pdf
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The result of the TRM calculation using a test power of P=0.1 Watt is around TC≈50 °C under 

free convection at room temperature. 

 
Figure 3: Result on a test board using 0.1 Watt and a heating area of 3 x 2.6 mm 

 

If (and only if) we can assume that this temperature is an approximation to the case 

temperature we use additional package information from the manufacturer: the thermal 

resistance from case (“C”) to junction (“J”) and case to board (“B”) (or junction to board in 

combination). For example Analog Devices publish a J-C thermal resistance of 90 K/W: 

 

 

Figure 4: Some data sheet (source: Analog Devices: 

ADR3412/ADR3420/ADR3425/ADR3430/ADR3433/ADR3440/ADR3450 (Rev. B)) 

 

We multiply this thermal resistance by power and get a temperature difference between case 

and junction ΔTJ-C =90 K/W*0.1 W = 9 K. If we add this to the supposed case temperature 

from Fig. 3 a junction temperature results around  

 

TJ = TC + ΔTJ-C = 50 °C + 9K ≈ 60 °C. 

 
The careful reader will recognize that the thermal resistance J-A in the data sheet is 230 K/W 

which, multiplied by 0.1 Watt, leads to a junction temperature of 20 °C + 230 K/W*0.1 W = 43 

°C. This is lower than the calculated case temperature on our test board and illustrates the 

uncertainties and the complexity of the problem. Only additional information about the layout 

and the thermal resistance between board and package can lead to a reliable result. In that 

case the package manufacturer must assist.  

2 Approximation 

 

There is another approach to the junction temperature, if we know the so-called "2-Resistor-

Network" of the package.   
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These values are called RJ-top) and RJ-board) and they provide the values for TRM’s loads table’ 

cells K/W-air and K/W-board  . In order not to add artificial resistance from the 

component material the TRM component should then get a high thermal conductivity (e.g. 

copper). The temperature then shown in the result pictures and tables will be TJ (or 

something close to it) instead of a “close to board” temperature. 

The physics behind the concept is well described in Texas Instruments’ Design Guide 

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sprabi3/sprabi3.pdf and in JESD15-3 (www.jedec.org) . 

 

              
Figure 5:  2R network representations from TI (left) and JESD15-3 

"Junction" is the center of the representing component brick in TRM, “Top” is the top face 

towards air and “Board” the bottom face towards the board. Everything happens virtually 

inside the component. If we knew the values of the two resistors, TJ can be calculated. But 

the approach is not unproblematic at all, which we see in the example below. The best 

representation is achieved if one of the 2 resistances is infinitely large, so that the heat flow 

is unidirectional. In that case the total power can be multiplied by R. Otherwise partial heat 

fluxes have to be applied which is a difficult task with a pocket calculator. 

Don't mix up RJ-top with RJ-ambient : the ‘ambient’ value from data sheets is not usable in a real 

application context (only for crude estimates on a pocket calculator), because RJ-ambient 

intrinsically contains the interaction of the package with the test board and its layout. To 

calculate this interaction (heat spreading) is just the task for a TRM calculation and we 

should not mix it. Be aware that the test boards in JEDEC are of low copper content and 

presumably not comparable to a real application. There are more complicated package 

networks, but to get those values is more difficult and they are not implemented in TRM. 

3 Values 

Where to get the thermal resistance values? This is often difficult, because data sheets do 

not tell all necessary details or show sugarcoated numbers. RJC can often be found, but the 

geometric position of ‘case’ should also be well defined (which rarely is the case). RJB is less 

frequently published because it is extensive. The method being recommended to determine 

RJB by the JEDEC JC15.1 committee uses a cold plate in a "ring" or "window frame" 

configuration clamped on both sides of the printed circuit board with the top of the package 

and the bottom of the board insulated. Mentor Graphics offers a calculation tool called 

FloPack where lots of geometric and material data can be placed into package data 

templates and as the result the thermal network comes out. 

But a good package manufacturer should be able to tell us the values - on request. 

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sprabi3/sprabi3.pdf%20and%20in%20JESD15-3
http://www.jedec.org/
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Let us make a little survey and show examples based on the website of Analog Devices 

(“AD”). The basics and definitions are described in their MT-093.pdf 

(http://www.analog.com/media/en/training-seminars/tutorials/MT-093.pdf)  

AD only knows about RJ-Ambient and RJ-Case and they give as a rule θJA= θJC + θCA (Theta and R 

are almost equivalent, but there are some academic differences in their definitions). The 

temperature of the Junction then should be estimated from TJ= TA+ (P *RJA). In a 

complementary doc AN-892.pdf we find these pictures, 

 

Figure 6: Some inner life of a package 

Analog Devices (MT-093.pdf) 

which show the difficulties caused by the individuality of components: the geometric spot, 

where ‘case’ is defined can be either the bottom face or the top face of the component. This 

depends on the internal construction of the package and where the heat flow is conducted to. 

Some components are designed to cool towards the board (presumably done in Fig. 6) and 

others are designed to cool to a heat sink on the top surface. This individuality has to be 

found in the data sheets and taken into account when using values for TRM. 

 

4 Elaborate example SOT23 

4.1 Package data 

Each manufacturer has its own techniques and materials to build-up the internal structure of 

a package. The name of the package, like SOT23, only defines the standardized outline.  

We now summarize the result from AD’s website (www.analog.com) for the values for 

SOT23. The info that the die is ‘down’ means that cooling should be managed from the board 

side and not by a heat sink attached on top. 

 

http://www.analog.com/media/en/training-seminars/tutorials/MT-093.pdf
http://www.analog.com/
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Figure 7: Collection of data on SOT23 from Analog Devices 

At first glance we can assume that J-C is defined between die and bottom, because it is 

unlikely that a heat sink should be mounted on top of the package.  

How reasonable are the values? Amkor gives this data sheet without J-C values where the 

JA values are a bit larger for a single layer board and a bit lower for a board with 2 internal 

planes. We see that the values for SOT23 are not ‘universal material data’, but contain 

manufacturing details and their margins.  

 

Figure 8: Source: http://www.amkor.co.kr/datasheets/SOT_SC.pdf 

4.2 Some checks 

First, we make a check for the bulk thermal conductivity. We use the definition of the thermal 

resistance of a 1D thermally insulated slab:      
 

   
  , where d is the distance of heat flow, k 

the conductivity of the slab and A the area of heat flow. We solve this formula for k by using 

as an area the footprint which is about A≈3 mm * 2.6 mm, heat travelling distance d≈1 mm 

and Rth=92 K/W. The resulting value for the bulk thermal conductivity k is around k≈1 W/mK. 

http://www.amkor.co.kr/datasheets/SOT_SC.pdf
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This value is quite reasonable and reflects the fact, that the package is ‘simple’ and has little 

metal content inside. 

Second, we try to retrieve some value for the effective heat exchange coefficient h - from the 

surface to ambient - using the relation Rth=1/(h∙A). We take Rth=RCA, the case-ambient 

resistance, which is about 230-92 K/W=140 K/W and get some h≈1400 W/m²K, which is a 

very large and strange value. However, we made an error in assuming the area of convective 

heat transfer A to be the top face area of the component only. From our experience, the 

diameter of the hotspot on a 2-layer test board is of the order between 20 mm and 30 mm, 

thus it is also the surrounding PCB material which is cooling the package and not the 

package surface alone.  

 

Figure 9: A typical heated halo around a component. 

If some assumed 30mm x 30mm halo contributes substantially to heat transfer to the 

ambient, then h≈1/(140 K/W*0.03 m*0.03 m)≈10 W/m²K which is indeed in the range of 

typical free convection values. The air gap between package bottom face and board is 

another awkward detail which we will now ignore but which could be important. 

We learn that the numbers are reasonable but have to be taken with care and things are not 

that easy. 

4.3 TRM modelling 

Which TRM modelling to recommend for this package? Perhaps this one: 

 
 
Deliberately we use a power of 0.1 Watt and used copper as the component material in 

agreement with Fig. 5 rhs. 

Unfortunately we do not know the test board used for the data sheet values, but typically is 

has a low copper content.  
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Figure 10: low-conductivity-board layout from JESD51-7 

The layout in Fig. 10 is not available to us in Gerber format. Therefore we assume some 

average conductivity of around 3 W/m-K of the layout pattern and a layer stack-up like this 

 

The TRM result for a power of  0.1 W is 77 °C: 

 
Figure 11: Calculated „junction“ temperature of a 2R component model on a test board 

Why isn’t the component temperature equal to 20 °C + 90 K/W*0.1 W=29 °C? 

Because the resistance RJC is not connecting Junction with ambient temperature 20 °C but 

Junction with board layer temperature. The thermal map of layer 1 is  
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Figure 12: Temperature distribution (halo) in layer 1 

and the difference between 77 °C and 72 °C is close to 9 K, which in deed is 90 K/W * 0.1 W 

– but not perfectly exact that value.  

We have to look for two more things: first at the actual heat flux through the bottom face of 

the component into the board and second at the temperature distribution in layer 1.  

First, the heat flux reported at the footprint of SOT23 in report.txt is 0.09 W and not 0.1 W: 

Thermal flux through footprint of top components. + is out, - is in. 

    Name                 Flux (W) 

    SOT23                .091 W 

 

If we multiply the thermal resistance with this heat flux, then 90 K/W*0.091 W = 8.2 K which  

is a bit less than 9 K. 

Second, if we observe the variation of temperature in layer 1 underneath the component then 

we see hotter and colder regions 

 
Figure 13: Close-up view of the T-field underneath the component. 

For our special board the mean temperature under the component in layer 1 can be 

extracted using an auxiliary plate of size of SOT21 which has the conductivity of layer 1 but 

no power 

 

The answer in file report.txt is 

    2 Compon. "SOT23_ 3.000 W/mK  Tmin=  58.057 Tmax=   72.35  Tmean=   68.79 C 
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The mean temperature under the component is 69 °C which is indeed 77 °C - 8 K. This 

finally shows that the results are consistent and correct within the framework of assumptions 

and approximations. 

The calamity: the calculated junction temperature was 77 °C. What case temperature would 

that correspond to? From RJA=RJC+RCA we get RCA=RJA-RJC=239-92 ≈ 140 K/W. Multiplied by 

0.1 W: TC=20 °C + 14 K = 34 °C, which is lower than a heated little plate of perfect copper on 

our test board (=66 °C). The only way to simulate such a cool temperature is to add 

substantial extra copper in the top layer or to increase the footprint are of the model 

component.  

5 Conclusion 

For a good simulat ion of  T J  i t  is important to have rel iable data:  

  which test board was used for the data sheet  

  what are the correct  thermal resistances R J - C ,  RC -B  subject to the cool ing 

condit ions in the applicat ion  

  how large is the heat dissipating f oot print area of  the component  

The published values in data sheets are figures of merit. Precise values should be 

deliverable by manufacturers on request. 
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6 Appendix. Survey for more packages 

The web site http://www.njr.com/semicon/PDF/package/ae02220.pdf  shows values for the J-

Ambient and J-Top resistances. J-T is presumably to interpreted at J-C. 

The SOT-23 package now has RJC of 70 K/W instead of 90 K/W. This can be due to the 

layout NJR was using. 

 
Figure 14: „Cu-foil“ applied by NJR in a test board 

 

In general: the larger a component the lower its thermal resistance to ambient. NJR is 

presenting a parameter study. 

http://www.njr.com/semicon/PDF/package/ae02220.pdf
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